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Approximate Inference in Hidden Markov Models
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Abstract—The inferential task of computing the marginal posterior probability mass functions of state variables and pairs of
consecutive state variables of a hidden Markov model is considered. This can be exactly and efficiently performed using a message
passing scheme such as the Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv (BCJR) algorithm. We present a novel iterative reduced complexity variation of the BCJR algorithm that uses reduced support approximations for the forward and backward messages, as in the M-BCJR
algorithm. Forward/backward message computation is based on
the concept of expectation propagation, which results in an algorithm similar to the M-BCJR algorithm with the active state selection criterion being changed from the filtered distribution of
state variables to beliefs of state variables. By allowing possibly
different supports for the forward and backward messages, we derive identical forward and backward recursions that can be iterated. Simulation results of application for trellis-based equalization of a wireless communication system confirm the improved performance over the M-BCJR algorithm.
Index Terms—Deterministic algorithms, equalizers, hidden
Markov models (HMMs), message passing, state space methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

OMPUTATION of marginal posterior probability mass
functions of state variables and/or pairs of consecutive
state variables of a hidden Markov model (HMM) is necessary in many applications, such as optimal symbol detection
in frequency-selective fading channels and training of an
HMM-based speech recognizer. These can be efficiently computed using a message passing scheme such as the sum-product
algorithm [1] working on the corresponding factor graph or
equivalently as used in communications research, using the
Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [2]. Though
efficient, the BCJR algorithm is still intractable for real-time
application in many practical situations. One method of reducing the complexity of this optimal algorithm at the expense
of some reduction in performance is to allow the forward and
backward messages to be nonzero only for some configurations
(say ) of the state variables, as in the M-BCJR algorithm of
[3]. The M-BCJR algorithm selects the support of the forward
and backward messages on the state variables using approximations for the forward messages, which in turn are related to the
filtered probability distributions of the state variables. In this
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Fig. 1. System model.

letter, we apply the concept of expectation propagation (EP)
(originally proposed in [4] and also applied for signal detection
in [5]) as presented for dynamic Bayesian networks in [6] to
build up simplified approximate forward/backward messages,
which is analogous to building up the messages as in the forward recursion of the M-BCJR algorithm with a different active
state selection criterion. We will present the proposed algorithm
in the context of equalization of frequency-selective channels
in the following sections. Specifically, we will consider a turbo
equalizer where the iterations of forward backward recursions
of the proposed algorithm can be naturally incorporated into
the turbo equalization iterations.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
For simplicity, let us consider a coded single transmit antenna–single receive antenna wireless communication system,
transmitting into a frequency-selective channel with memory ,
as shown in Fig. 1.
Let the fading coefficient of the th channel tap be denoted by
for
. Let us also denote the received signal
and the transmitted antenna symbol at the th time instant by
and , respectively, and assume that each symbol is chosen
from set . The received signal consists of the convolution of
the channel impulse response and a sequence of symbols transmitted up to
time instants and an additive white Gaussian
noise
(1)
We use the notation
to refer to the sequence of some
time-indexed variables or sets from time to (with
)
and
to denote the vector transpose operation. Within
the framework of turbo equalization, the task of the optimal
equalizer at each turbo iteration is to consider the channel
output sequence
(where
is the frame length) and
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some prior distribution on
(for
) provided
by the extrinsic output of the channel decoder and compute
for each
the marginal posterior mass functions
. For this task, it is convenient to define a state
variable consisting of candidates for transmitted symbols of
time instants as
. We will use the
to indicate a possible
terms state of and support of
configuration of and the set of configurations of such that
, respectively. Thus, each
takes values from a
set
and has, say,
possible states. Taking
to be
an initial state variable, it can be observed now that we have
and
the conditional independences
for each
. Thus, the
variables concerned can be represented by an HMM. It can
also be seen that the marginal posterior distributions of the
can be derived directly from
transmitted symbols
for each
.
the distributions of
Thus, the problem of optimal equalization can be formulated as
the problem of efficient computation of the marginal posterior
distributions of pairs of consecutive state variables of an HMM,
and we can apply the BCJR algorithm, as well as reduced
complexity variants such as M-BCJR and EP, to obtain the
exact and approximate solutions as follows.

ward recursion as well as the final marginal posterior probabil.
ities are only computed for the states in
The EP algorithm of [6] considers message passing in a general dynamic Bayesian network, i.e., the requirement of the state
variables being discrete random variables is relaxed. Its direct
formulation for an HMM is as follows. As this algorithm has
symmetrical forward and backward recursions, we only coniteration
sider the forward recursion at time in the
of the algorithm, assuming the availability of the approximated
and backward messages
.
forward messages
Using (3), we can first build an approximation of the posterior
marginal distribution of state variable (or our belief about the
posterior marginal distribution of ) as

A. BCJR, M-BCJR, and EP Algorithms

Finally, the new forward messages are derived from (2) as

The BCJR algorithm involves a forward recursion
through the Markov chain of the state variables, where
are recursively computed by
the forward messages
, with
, and a similar backward recursion in
which the backward messages
are recursively computed
as
. A final combination
of the computed messages results in the desired probability
mass functions
(2)
(3)
The M-BCJR algorithm is a reduced complexity variation of
this, where the forward messages of each time are computed
for
possible states (which are termed as the active
states) only. The messages of the inactive states are set to zero.
to denote the set of selected active
Let us use the notation
states of time . At each time instant , given the approximate
forward messages of time
as
, the
candidate set for active states of time (say, ) is given by
the union of the supports in in
for
.
The cardinality of ,
, with the inequality being the
usual case. The M-BCJR algorithm computes temporary foras
ward messages for states in
(4)
and selects the
states with the largest messages and makes
them the set . The messages of states in
are kept intact,
and the other states are considered inactive
(5)
This recursive selection of the active states results in the selection of a state set sequence
through the trellis. The back-

(6)
Thereafter, EP suggests to approximate
using some
distribution
, which belongs to a chosen exponential
family of distributions, by minimizing the Kullback–Leibler
divergence
(7)

(8)
These symmetrical forward and backward recursions are iterated several times until the algorithm reaches a fixed point. If
the forward and backward messages are initialized to be in the
beparticular exponential family of distributions to which
longs, they are ensured to stay within that family for every .
The approximation of the beliefs and the messages by a member
of an exponential family (say, by a -parameter exponential
family) allows the corresponding distributions to be expressed
using only parameters and results in the reduction of complexity compared to an exact algorithm.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Two main ideas in the EP algorithm are to select a particular
family of distributions from which to choose the approximating
and to choose a distribution from this family
distribution
by minimizing the divergence
. In this algorithm, for the
approximating distributions of the beliefs of the state variables,
we choose to use discrete distributions with supports of only
states, i.e, given some discrete distribution
with an arbitrary support, we will approximate it using a discrete
distribution
, which has a support of a maximum of
elements. Also deviating from the conventional EP algorithm,
for the selection of the parameters of
, we will minimize
the divergence
. This step is in favor of the resulting
computational simplicity and corresponds to -EP of [7] with
. As shown in the Appendix, such a distribution
is easily found by considering the
largest probabilities of the
probability mass function
. We also restrict the forward/backward messages to be in the same family of distributions as the beliefs, i.e., discrete distributions with a maximum
support of
elements.
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This is similar to the active state selection and computation
of messages for the active states in the M-BCJR algorithm if we
considered our approximations of the posterior marginal distributions to be the criterion for active state selection. M-BCJR
simply uses an approximation of the filtered probability distribution of states to make the active state selection. Also, as in
the EP algorithm, we seek to have identical forward/backward
recursions with possibly different active states (also similar, for
example, to [8]), and the recursions of the proposed algorithm
are to be iterated for improved performance. Assuming the exfor
) and
istence of backward messages (
for
) of the backthe set of active states (
ward recursion of the th iteration of the algorithm, the forward
st iteration proceeds as described below.
recursion of the
The backward recursion is identical, and these two recursions
and
are iterated. We are assuming an initialization of
and the set of states
denoting the set of active states of time
contending to be active states at time by
and
,
respectively. The parameter is a positive minimum set to the
forward/backward messages.
Set
,
,
and
.
Compute

for
Compute

with the assumption
.
Select the
largest components of
thereby determine the set
.
Update the forward messages

Fig. 2. 8PSK transmission into a five-tap uniform delay profile channel with
five turbo equalization iterations.

(9)

turbo equalization performed at the receiver. The channels
considered were of five taps with a uniform energy distribution
among the channel taps. The frame length contained 192 data
convolutional
bits that were encoded by a rate half
code. The optimal equalizer of this system has a total of 4096
states. We have compared the performance of BCJR, M-BCJR,
and the proposed (EP-MBCJR) scheme. For the EP-MBCJR,
we have performed two iterations of the algorithm in the first
global turbo iteration and only one iteration afterward. Hence,
the compared M-BCJR and EP-MBCJR systems have similar
complexities. After the first global iteration, the algorithm uses
the backward messages and active states of the previous global
iteration in building up the beliefs of the forward recursion.
The proposed algorithm clearly outperforms the conventional
M-BCJR algorithm and achieves a frame error rate within 1 dB
of the optimal at a fraction of the complexity of the optimal
algorithm.
We have investigated the active states change with iterations
and the sensitivity of the proposed algorithm on the threshold .
Fig. 3 shows the simulation of the same transmitter and channel
but with the receiver performing serially concatenated equalization and channel decoding. Two iterations of EP-MBCJR were
performed at the equalizer in parts (b) and (c). It can be seen
that the algorithm stabilizes quickly, giving a final set of active
states not totally different to the M-BCJR algorithm, and that the
system exhibits stable performance in terms of bit-error rates for
a wide range of .

(10)

V. CONCLUSION

.

for
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for
and

if
, increase by one and go to step ; otherwise, end forward recursion.
The idea of setting the threshold value for the forward/backward messages of the inactive states is to enable possibly different active state selections in each of the recursions. As shown
in the next section, the algorithm is not critically sensitive to the
value of . After the final (say, th) iteration, approximation of
the marginal posterior probabilities of the state variables and
pairs of consecutive state variables can be derived as

for
and
with
the threshold of value for the messages of inactive states. The
coefficients and ensure that the above mass functions sum
to one.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 2 shows simulation of an 8PSK transmission into a
frequency-selective quasi-static Rayleigh-fading channel with

We have applied the concept of EP to the estimation of marginal posterior probabilities of state variables and pairs of state
variables of an HMM. The derived algorithm is similar to the
conventional M-BCJR algorithm with the active state selection
criterion being changed from the filtered probability distribution of state variables to beliefs of state variables. Simulation
results of trellis-based equalization showed that the new algorithm outperforms the M-BCJR algorithm in terms of error rate
performance for comparable implementation complexity.
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and the divergence between

and

is

Using Jensen’s inequality

Hence,

Fig. 3. 8PSK transmission into a five-tap uniform delay profile channel with
serial equalization and channel decoding. EP-MBCJR scheme is with M = 16.
(a) Average active states difference in the forward recursion. (b) Effect of the
threshold  on the uncoded BER. (c) Effect on the coded BER.

It is straightforward to consider a corresponding extension to
the T-BCJR algorithm presented in [3] and also to consider the
application of these ideas to the sum product algorithm itself operating on discrete state variables of a general graphical model.
APPENDIX
PROOF OF MINIMIZATION OF KULLBACK–LEIBLER DIVERGENCE
, BY THE SELECTION OF THE LARGEST
PROBABILITIES OF
Suppose
has a configuration space . Let
be
a distribution with a support , and let denote a set of
states of that have the largest
. Let us denote the
cardinalities of the sets and by
and
, respectively.
.
We have the constraint
be a probability distribution such that
Now, let
.
The normalization constant,
.
Let
be any other probability distribution on that has
. The Kullback–Leibler
a support with a cardinality
and
is
divergence between

The final inequality is since the
largest components of
reside in . Thus,
is the approximating distriwith a maximum support of
elements,
bution to
.
which minimizes the Kullback–Leibler divergence
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